RACE INFORMATION

69th annual National Race DEVÍN - BRATISLAVA
The oldest athletic event in Slovakia

April, 10th 2016 WHAT’S NEW: all athletes will get their own medal for participation in the race!

Registration: www.behsity.sk/narodny-beh-devin-bratislava-2016

Fill out your best time of the last three achieved from last three races Devín – Bratislava. If you haven’t participated in this race, fill out your best time on 10k. We will use this information to place you into starting groups. Only athletes with a clear marking on their starting number will be allowed to pass into their respective starting groups.

When you register, please, chose your way of transport to the start. The organizer as the right to change this, to ensure even distribution of athletes in the buses provided.

You have only until April, 4th 2016 to register online and pay the cheaper starting fee.

Trail A Main event: Devín – Bratislava, categories: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and company race, 11.625 m. The organizer takes time at the 11 km mark, just like every year. Start at 10 am, Parking space under the Castle Devín

Trail B Malý Devín: Children under 15, categories: H, I, J, K, L and school teams, 2.600 m. Start at 10 am, under Lafranconci bridge in Bratislava

Finish For both trails in the centre of the city – Rázusovo nábrežie (at the Propeler)

Categories: Athletes find their own categories according to their year of birth.

Category L is a specific category for runners beginners and recreational runners, for both men and women; on the trail B – Malý Devín.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail A, 11. 625 m</th>
<th>Trail B, 2. 600 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPK category</td>
<td>year of birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D men 60 and over</td>
<td>1956 and older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E women under 34 rokov</td>
<td>2000 - 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F women between 35 – 49</td>
<td>1981 - 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G women 50 and over</td>
<td>1966 and older</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team competition

Company race The organizer and general partner of the competition is ADIDAS. They have declared a competition on Trail A. This competition is meant for different companies and firms.

School teams Trail B – Malý Devín. This competition is meant for primary schools, 8-year gymnasiuums and sports clubs (pupils under 15 – categories from H to K).

The conditions of participating in these competitions are as follows: each team must register at least five team members and filling out the name of your company, school or sports club (pupils under 15) with the same name in every participant's registration. The results of the competition will include the best times of 5 team members. Final results of companies and schools will be published in the form of a scorecard. There will also be a list of all teams according to the number of their team members.
Entry fees

MAIN EVENT: ALL CATEGORIES A - G
MALÝ DEVÍN: CATEGORY L

12 € for all participants registered online with payment deadline before April 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2016
15 € for all participants with cash payment

MALÝ DEVÍN: CATEGORIES UNDER 15 (H – K)

6 € for all participants registered online with payment deadline before April 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2016
8 € for all participants with cash payment

MEDICALLY HANDICAPPED: ALL CATEGORIES A - L

5 € for all participants holding the medically handicapped license (cash or wire transfer)

Wire transfer of payment with deadline before April 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2016

Use the following information if you opt for wire transfer of your payment

IBAN: SK16 0900 0000 0050 2738 6137
SWIFT - BIC: GIBASKBX

Variable symbol: number generated after registration
Specific symbol: 100416
Const. symbol: 0308
Fill in your full name in the note accompanying your payment

It should take about 5 days for your payment to register on the entry list. After your payment is registered, you will receive a confirmation e-mail.

Payment of the entry fees is non-refundable! If you do not participate in the race or you cancel your registration for whatever reason which was not motivated by the organizer, you cannot ask for a refund. However, it is possible to ask to transfer the paid entry fee onto another person.

Picking up your starting number – presentation of runners who registered online

Registration at the venue and paying the entry fee in cash

April 7\textsuperscript{th} and 8\textsuperscript{th} 2016 from 12am to 6 pm at the swimming pool at Pasienky, Junácka 4, Bratislava

Participants out of Bratislava can skip the presentation (picking up their starting numbers) and arrive on the day of the race at Kúpeľná street in Bratislava from 7am to 8am, where they will be given their numbers.

On the day of the race, April 10\textsuperscript{th} 2016 it is not possible to register or pay cash!

Starting numbers

Each starting number will have the number of the starting group of the runner (1 - 4) determined by their accomplished time given at registration. If you do not provide this information, you will find out which group you belong to the night before the race at www.vostpksk and on the entry lists.

Each starting number will be equipped with an electronic chip to time each runner.

All participants are required to have their starting number visibly pinned on the front of their top piece and come to the finish line like that.
Transport to the start

- Bus from Vajanského nábrežie 7.45 am
- Bus from Vajanského nábrežie 8.15 am
- Bus from Vajanského nábrežie 8.45 am
- Bus from the Main station ŽSR 8.30 am *
- Bus from Riviera in Karlova Ves 8.00 am *
- Bus from Riviera in Karlova Ves 8.30 am *
- Bus from Riviera in Karlova Ves 9.00 am *
- The shuttle from Devínska Nová Ves *

**WARNING:** * These are reserved for runners in the categories of the main event with start in Devín and only for runners, who **had picked up their starting** numbers at the swimming pool at Pasienky. The bus goes directly to the start; it does not take the runners to Kúpeľná street!

Transport to the start is provided by the buses of the Dopravný podnik Bratislava, which are marked with a poster for the event. Runners are free to use them without any limitation of their starting group numbers. Individual transport by cars to Devín on the day of the event is not possible!

Changing rooms

The buses will provide transport of all things of all runners to the finish line. Put your belongings to the busses marked with numbers according to your starting numbers between 8 am to 9.45 am. After you come to the finish line, you can pick up your things at Vajanského nábrežie.

The organizer does not take responsibility for any valuables you put away to the changing rooms.

Refreshments

Main event – Trail A will have water refreshments ready at two points – 3.5 km mark (at the stone pit) and the 7.7 km mark (at Riviera).

After you cross the finish line, you will receive refreshment in the form of a packet at Hviezdoslavovo námestie, where you will present yourself with a “refreshments badge”.

Results

Official results will be determined by the time of each runner from the sound of the starting gun until they cross the finish line (gun time). Runners of the main event – Trail A will also see their time at the 11th km mark.

All results will be published after the event on these web sites: [www.starz.sk](http://www.starz.sk), [www.devin-bratislava.eu](http://www.devin-bratislava.eu), [http://www.sportsofttiming.sk/sk/zavod/overview/1769](http://www.sportsofttiming.sk/sk/zavod/overview/1769), [www.behsity.sk](http://www.behsity.sk).

The time the runner achieves will also be sent to the runner on their mobile phone on the day of event.

Prizes

First three runners in each category will be presented with trophies and material prizes. There will be no prizes awarded in the L category. The overall winners of the races will be awarded some financial prizes and the fastest man and woman from Slovakia will be awarded material prizes.

Official results ceremony will take place on the day of the event at around 11.30 am at Hviezdoslavovo námestie.
Lucky numbers

There will also be a raffle of the lucky numbers. All participants who wish to enter this raffle will submit their starting number into the raffle at the presentation or before the start of the raffle. The lucky numbers will be published on the board on the stage. The winners will have to present themselves with their starting number.

Conditions of entering the National Race Devín - Bratislava

- Good physical health
- Filling out and submitting the entry form and paying the entry fee

Insurance

All participants are required to obtain an individual health insurance. The organizer does not take responsibility for any material damage or health damage related to transport and participation in the race itself.

First aid

There will be medical help in the bus following the peloton of runners of the main event – Trail A, then at Riviera in Karlova Ves and in the finish.

Facilities

Chemical toilets will be provided at the start of the main event in Devín, as well as at the start of the Trail B under the Lafranconi Bridge. Toilets in the finish will be located in front of the Reduta building.

Protesting

Each participant is allowed to protest. If they chose to do so, they will have to give their starting number to the main referee until 11 am in the finish. They will also have to pay a non-refundable sum of 20€.

Technical note

The organizer has the right to put the runners slowing the race down on a bus, which follows the peloton of runners. If these runners do not comply with this request, they will continue the race at their own risk.

Entry fee includes

- Starting number, which the runners can keep afterwards
- Short instructions, along with the refreshment badges and numbers to mark their belongings
- Refreshments during and after the race
- Participation medal
- Text message with the final result, as long as the runner fills in their real phone number in the entry form
- Providing transport to the start
- Providing the changing rooms and transport of all runners’ belongings to the finish
- A gift from the general partner of the race ADIDAS
- The possibility to buy running t-shirts for a great price
- The possibility to win valuable prizes in the Lucky numbers’ raffle
- Providing of the technical and organizational support of the event
- On-line diploma with the possibility of downloading it from the web site with the published results from the event

Head of the race

Ing. Peter Vojtko, director of STaRZ

Organizer

STaRZ - Správa telovýchovných a rekreačných zariadení hlavného mesta SR Bratislavy
Junácka 4, 831 04 Bratislava 3

Capital city of Slovakia Bratislava
The organizer has the right to add or change any of the race information until the start of the event.

Contact information

Web site of the event www.devin-bratislava.eu.
Web site of the organizer www.starz.sk
Contact e-mail devin@starz.sk
Telephone number: +421 (0)2 443 734 77

Any other form of communication with the organizer is no official, therefore, the organizer does not have to react to them in any way.

General partner

Main partners

Drinks supplier

Technical equipment

Media partners

Partners

Supporters